VR Instructions

Clear the play space of all furniture. (The area from the side door to the green wall must be clear.)

Open the black laptop. If the keyboard isn’t glowing red, select the power switch in the upper right corner.

Wait until something appears on the screen, then tap the space bar until you see the homepage.

Place the headset and two controllers in the middle of the play space.

Verify that SteamVR says they’re ready. (If Steam Vr isn’t visible, double click the icon on the left side of the screen.

Double click on the icon for the game you want to play.

Put the headset on. To tighten, turn the knob on the back of the headset. You should be able to see the controllers on the floor.

You have a 5-foot area to move about. When you see the blue grid appear, you’re too close to the wall – step back. **Be mindful not to step on the headset cord.**

If you feel dizzy – close your eyes. If you need to remove the headset, don’t rip it off, CLOSE YOUR EYES and turn the release knob on the back of the headset.

Return the controllers and headset to the charging station. Make sure controllers snap into place to charge, triggers facing out.

**Close the lid of the laptop.** It will shut off.